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meanwhile, sardu multiboot creator offers several solutions
for securing against boot viruses and boot malware (logic
bombs and trojans) for both usb as well as iso image. the built-
in antivirus engine, verity, can protect against boot viruses
and boot malware on the usb as well as on the embedded
system, while the antivirus utility, verity commander, protects
against boot viruses and boot malware on iso image.
furthermore, verity commander can analyze encrypted, self-
bootable and bootable iso image to avoid infecting the usb or
the embedded system. this is the best tool to prevent your
bootable image from being infected. the free trial version
includes only the antivirus engine, while the commercial
version adds the antivirus utility as well as the boot antivirus.
the feature-stacked boot loader can boot from a partition on
the iso image or from a parti tion on the usb flash drive by
recoding the bootloader itself for booting. the boot loader is
customizable, and users can create and customize their own
bootloader.sardu multiboot creator runs windows pe or
windows 8.1 in the background and allows both windows xp &
windows 8 boot from a usb flash drive or an iso image. this
also allows for booting from both the windows pe and windows
8.1, as well as from linux distributions and linux variants, and
even from a linux partition on a hard drive. another feature is
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bios frame buffer upgrade to boot rescue cd. it gives an
alternative boot options for bios firmware frame buffer. it is a
great feature when getting issues with failing harddisk. it also
increases the chance of recovery if the harddisk breaks or the
computer is damaged.
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